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However, previous work suggested that non-native listeners might only be able to 155 utilize semantic cues when the auditory signal is of sufficient quality to allow access to these and/or their personal lives, and acquired Dutch after age 12. We excluded two participants due to unreported metal (1) in their bodies and left-handedness (1). The data of the non-native 174 listener group was compared to the data of the native listener group (n=30) reported in 175 Drijvers et al., (2018a). All participants gave written consent before participation.
176
LexTALE assessment 177 As we aimed to recruit highly-proficient non-native German speakers of Dutch to introduce 178 internal ambiguity, we assessed the proficiency level of our (potential) participants with the our participants, we only included participants who scored at a B2 level or higher (above 186 67.5%). After the experiment, we used an adapted version of the LexTALE test consisting of 187 40 verbs that were used in the experiment, and 20 non-words that were constructed on the 188 basis of the stimuli used in the experiment to ensure that the German participants were 189 familiar with the verbs that were used in the MEG experiment (similar to Drijvers & 190 Ozyurek, 2018).
191
Stimulus materials 192 We used the same stimuli as in Drijvers et al., (2018a). These stimuli consisted of 160 2- 
233

Procedure
234
All participants were required to take an online LexTALE test to see whether they met the 235 participation criteria. If a participant scored above 60%, the participant was invited for the 236 MEG experiment. For the MEG experiment, participants were asked to attentively listen to 237 and watch the videos. All participants were instructed that they would encounter a cued-verb 238 recall task after each video where they would be asked to indicate which verb they heard in 239 the videos by means of a right-hand button-press on a 4-button box. We included the cued-240 verb recall task to ensure that participants were paying attention to the videos, and to 241 calculate whether these behavioral responses could be predicted by their oscillatory 242 modulations (as was found for native listeners in Drijvers et al., 2018a).
243
Every trial started with a fixation cross (1000ms), which was followed by the 244 experimental video (2000ms). After a short interval (1000 -1500 ms, jittered), the subject 245 had to indicate which verb they heard. Following the response, there was a 1000 ms pause 246 upon which the next trial would start. The order of the stimuli was pseudo-randomized per 247 subject, with the constraint that the same condition could not occur more than twice in a row 
253
MEG data acquisition
254
We followed all procedures described in Drijvers et al., (2018a). We recorded MEG with a 255 275-channel axial gradiometer CTF MEG system. All data were filtered online with a 300 Hz 256 low pass filter, digitized at 1.2 kHz and stored for offline data analyses. The head position of 257 the participants with respect to the gradiometers was measured by using three tracking coils 
Time-frequency analyses of power
289
The time-frequency analyses of power were the same as described in Drijvers et al., (2018a).
290
Over a frequency range of 2 -30 Hz, we applied a 500-ms Hanning window in frequency 291 steps of 1 Hz and time steps of 50 ms. As we were interested in the gestural enhancement, we effects in the gamma band were described. In the non-native group we did not observe any 305 differences in any comparison, nor did we observe reliable differences between the native and 306 non-native group. For comparisons of the single contrasts and interaction effects in the 307 gamma band, please see Supplementary Materials (S1).
308
Source analyses
309
We estimated the sources of observed effects on sensor-level by using dynamic imaging of observed cluster values were then compared to this newly created permutation distribution.
345
The clusters that were in the highest or lowest 2.5% were considered significant.
346
The relation between alpha and beta oscillations and behavioral cued-recall scores. 
Behavioral results
379
Non-native listeners (within-group)
380
Gestural enhancement of speech comprehension is largest when speech is degraded .001, η2 = .329), indicated that gestural enhancement was largest when speech was degraded. represents the significant cluster of the sensor analysis.
472
To localize the observed effect from the sensor analysis, we conducted source 473 analyses to determine the underlying sources of the negative cluster. We applied a cluster-474 randomization approach to the source data and used the outcome of this analysis as a 475 threshold for when to consider the source estimates reliable (the statistical assessment of the 476 effect was thus formed by our sensor analyses, not the source analyses). As can be observed Next we followed a similar procedure when we analyzed sensor-level differences in the beta 535 band (14 -22 Hz, range determined on grand-average TFR of all conditions combined, see 536 Figure 5A ). We studied the spatiotemporal course of the effect by plotting the topographical 537 distribution of the gestural enhancement effect ( Figure 3B) . We there observed a left- 
543
We then used source-analysis to estimate the source of the gestural enhancement 544 effect. These analyses demonstrated that the larger beta suppression could be localized to the 545 LIFG, and left pre-and post-central gyrus (one negative cluster, p = .03, Figure 5B ). 
585
On sensor-level, we observed a larger beta power suppression (14 -22 Hz) for native 586 compared to non-native listeners over the whole time window (0.7 -2.0 s, one negative 587 cluster, p = .01, 6C). The source of this effect was estimated over primary sensory cortex and 588 left insula (one negative cluster, p = .02, Figure 6D ).
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Discussion
590
We set out to investigate the spatiotemporal oscillatory dynamics that support gestural On a behavioral level, we observed a similar gestural enhancement effect for non-597 native listeners as for native listeners. Although the gestural enhancement effect was similar 598 for both groups, non-native listeners were significantly slower in providing their answers to 599 the cued-recall task. This was partly in line with our hypothesis, as we also expected to 600 observe a significantly lower accuracy score for non-native compared to native listeners.
601
On a neural level, our central hypothesis was that a suppression of alpha and beta 
